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"We need to focus on instruction,
not just on special education. I am
always advocating for inskuction
and instructional change. We, too
quickly, get caught up in labels and
diagnosis and differences, rather
than looking at how we are going
to support leaming."

- Randy Cranston, principaVresource
teacher

As noted in chapter 5, student learning is sometimes best served by
making adaptations or modifications to the curriculum. An adapted cur-
riculum maintains the same learning outcomes for the sfudent, but may
vary the goals/expectations, presentation, evaluation, materials, assis-
tance, or environment. On the other hand, amodified curriculum is one
in which the learning outcomes are different for the particular student,
as identified in his or her Individual Education Plan. The materials used
may be the same or different from those of the other students in the
classroom. In inclusive classrooms, our goal is to have all students work-
ing with similar curriculum content and with similar materials.

The use of curriculum adaptation (over modification) where
whenever possible enhances the student's acceptance and inclusion
the classroom. It also reduces the amount of teacher time needed for
planning and delivering multiple curricula.

When planning to meet the needs of a particular student/ you may
find the following specific questions helpful.

1. Which curriculum learning outcomes can the student meet without
any changes?

2. What adaptations can be made, and where must adaptations be
made for ihe student to meet these learning outcomes?
Which, rt any,learning outcomes will need to be modified? (And can
this be done using the same classroom materials?)
Are there any times when the student will be working on different
learning outcomes with different, but age-appropriate, materials?

The order of these questions is important. Too often we have begun
with the assumption that the child needs a separate curriculum. The
overuse of a separate curriculum increases the exclusion of the child and
the workload of the teacher.

It is very distressing to walk into a classroom and observe a child
working on completely different packages of material, perhaps sitting
with an adult helper, isolated from the classroom's social milieu. There
is no chance in this environment to capitalize on the social interaction of
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"I know that the targeted students

make more Progress with suPPort

within the regular classroom."

- Catherine Feniak, resourcefleaming
assistance teacher

learning. The student cannot follow the model of other children' He

cannottiearn from other students. He cannot observe and try to copy

other students' behavior. Observing, often a strong learning strategy for

students with special needs, is freluently the reason for being in the

classroom in the first Place.
Isolation is a picture too often taken of students who are designated

English as a second Language (ESL). How can we expect oral fluency

wh"en the language mod;h are remorred from new language learners

,.,Jtn"y are lEft a"lone with packages of primary.Pl:"1t:.*orksheets?
One LSt consultant, Vicki Mcearthy, notes: "A11of these ESL stu-

dents come to school with at least five years of language - which is a

hG amount of cognition and s,tittg t-6 be able to transfer. It is unfair

to ESL students to Issign them basic language exercises and not put

into practice what we f.i-,o* about the social aspect of language acqui-

sition. ESL teachers serve their students much better if they work to-

l"in", with the classroom teacher, in the classroom as much as

io*iUt", combining content expertise with curriculum adaptation

expertise."

Ways of Adapting Curriculum

If you need to adapt the curriculum for certain students, there are many

wlys of doing it. These adaptations can be pla99d in the following cate-

joiur, (1) go;ls/expectationis, (2) presentation, (3) evaluation, (4) materi-

als, (5) assistance, and (6) environment'
ir-, [n" following section we are going to outline some ideas for mak-

ing adaptations irithese six categoiies.bther ideas can be found in the

ctr"art aittre end of the chapter. Many of the ideas found in this chart

have been brainstormed by teachers lt in-service sessions' These ideas

t 
"tp 

t"u"r,ers think creatively about ways to assist students in their

classrooms.

1. Adapting Goals/ExPectations

one of the most common adaptations is to adapt the goals or expecta-

tions for a child. This can be done easily and does not require a lot of pre-

planning. For example, a child who has difficulty with-fine motor skills

could w"ork on the same learning outcomes, but do every second

question.
There are many other ways of adapting expectations and goals. some

of these include 
"uttir,g 

for smaller amounts of work, reducingthe n]rm-

ber of concepts to be Iearned, selecting concepts_ that.relate directly to

the studenti simplifying or extending the work, using high-interest

books, removing tml coistraints, asking a student to read the introduc-

tion, summary,"and main titles rather than the whole text, and allowing

alternatives for the way knowledge can be presented'

f-
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"[Students in the classroom] start to
extrapolate the idea that everyone
learns in different ways and at dif-
ferent rates, that we can all still be
kind to one another, and that we
are all better at some things than
others. We are all better prepared
for life beyond school and accept-
ing that differences are natural."

- Cynthia Higgins, special education
assistant

2. Adapting Presentation

The expectation in the classroom is that the teacher would make a gen-
eral presentation of material to all sfudents. However, some sfudents
might receive additional, adapted presentation. Consider these two
questions: (1) What are the key points to remember when presenting ef-
fectively to the entire class? (2) What adaptations in presentation do I
need to make for individual students?

Some ideas to think about when planning for presentation to the
whole class include demonstrating and modeling the task (I do it, we
do it, you do it); using graphic organizers to assist students in under-
standing how different concepts connect; building criteria with stu-
dents so that they understand what they are working toward; using
rhyme, rhythm, songs, patterns, and drama as alternative ways to
present materials; using the overhead as you present so that students
hear and see the materials being discussed; putting directions in the
same place on the blackboard each day so that students know where to
look for clarification.

When thinking about adapting presentation for individual students,
we look at choosing strategies that make the greatest difference to stu-
dent engagement and thus to leaming. Some students require the pre-
sentation to be simplified or the directions broken down into a number
of steps; others need specific hand signals or sign language; some might
respond best to having parts of the directions in their text highlighted or
underlined. For some students, just standing close to them when giving
the directions mightbe enough, or, puttingyour hand on their shoulder
might help them to concentrate on the directions given.

3. Adapting Evaluation

Beyond the standard test format, there are many ways of finding out
what a student knows. There are both exemplary group evaluation
practices and individually appropriate practices based on student need.

Some Soup practices include developing criteria with the whole
class and thenbasing evaluation on those criteria. Once students under-
stand the criteria they can do self-evaluation. Many teachers also use
portfolio assessments and have students set goals each term, chart prog-
ress, and evaluate themselves.

Adaptations in evaluation will take into account students' special
needs. Some students might require a scribe for answering questions.
This support is often grven in cases when the teacher is evaluating
knowledge in a certain skill area such as social studies: the teacher
wants to know if the students understand the concepts. A student with
writing difficulties may understand the concepts, but may be unable to
communicate it in writing. With a scribe, the teacher can better evaluate
the student's knowledge in this area. Other adaptations in evaluation
include reading test questions orally to a student who has difficulties in
reading and having a student who has difficulties in writing draw an-
swers or record them onto a tape.



4. Adapting Materials

Not all students need to use the same materials all the time to achieve
the same learning outcomes. Most students can learn well using com-
mon classroom materials. However, for some students, a better materi-
als match can significantly change their ability to learn.

In many schools, students who have difficulty with writing due to
fine motor ability are using computers in the classroom. Doing this has
helped students with note taking, organization, and the ability to read
back what they have written. Some students with visual impairments or
with fine motor difficulties have benefited from having materials en-
larged. Other students find it helpful if their notebooks or paper are
adapted slighfly. If a student has difficulty lining up numbers in mathe-
matics, often the use of graph paper is helpful. Students who have print-
ing and writing difficulties can work with paper that has raised or
enlarged lines to print or write more clearly.

Sometimes, students benefit from the use of adapted devices, such as
left-handed scissors, pencil Sips, erasable pens, or recipe stands to hold
books or single sheets upright. Students who have difficulty organizing
materials often benefit from the use of highlighters, or color-coded note-
books. Students with specific difficulties in reading or math might find it
helpful to have a number line or alphabet taped to their desk. Other stu-
dents have a personal dictionary to assist them when they write. Many
of these adaptations are very small, but can make a big difference to a
child s success in the classroom.

5. Adapting Assistance

Our premise is that the support teacher is working in collaboration with
the classroom teacher and knows all the students in the classroom. The
responsibility for the programming for students rests with the class-
room teacher, in conjunction with the support teacher. These teachers
consult each other, plan together, problem-solve, and joinfly strive to
teach every child well. If a paraprofessional is provided to assist, the
paraprofessional should work to support the classroom program,
whenever possible - not be attached to one particular student.

When you decide to provide assistance to students, move from the
least adaptation to the most. For example, begin with a peer buddy in
the classroom or an older peer tutor before requesting assistance from a
paraprofessional.

A peer buddy in the classroom can assist another student in many
ways: as a model, helper, organization assistan! reader, scribe, ques-
tions answerer, and futor. Older tutors are often trained to assist stu-
dents in academic areas. They might read to students, run through
flashcards, or scribe a story.

Sometimes it is beneficial for the student with specific learning or be-
havioral needs to be a peer assistant. Many times, the student with spe-
cific needs benefits more from helping than from being helped! Such
students may help younger students in math, reading, or centre time.
They might also assist by being a library monitor, a score keeper, or the
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attendance collector for the school. When making decisions about ap-

propriate tasks, be sure to look at each student's strengths'- 
Teacher assistants, as paraProfessionals, are assigned to a school or

classroom to work with i whole class. Although they work in a class-

room because there are students with specific needs, they follow
teacher direction and assist all of the students in the classroom. Support

teachers work closely with the classroom teacher to co-plan, co-teach,

and problem-solve. They, too, work with all of the students in the

classroom.
In some classrooms, teachers invite assistance from consultants, itin-

erant teachers, parent volunteers, and high school and university stu-

dents. In all of these cases, the guest is under the direction of the teacher,

and the assistance and support given students is invaluable'

6. Adapting Environment

For most sfudents, ahnost any classroom environment filled with student

work and teacher-prepared charts is okay. However, some students re-

quire adaptations 6 ttte environment to increase their Success. Some sfu-

dents also need different environments within the day to enable them to

focus during the time they are in the classroom.

A studenl who has difiiculties concentrating on a task might benefit

from sitting close to the teacher's desk, or working at a sfudy carrel in
the classro6m during different parts of the day. Some teachers have a

number of carrels in ttre classroom as an option for any student who

wants a quiet place to work. Students who have difficulties seeingboard

work o. ih" oierhead benefit from sitting near the front of a classroom'

Students who need to see the teacher speak or read lips should be

seated close to where most of the directions are given, and away from

glaring lights." A stuaent who can't readily concentrate for long periods of time

sometimes benefits from working in several environments' Some sfu-

dents have timetables that."quG them to be in different places to do

different jobs. For example, ifter thirty minrrtes of math, a student

mightbe expected to go tb the Kindergartenclassroom and read with a

yo[rrg", Uuaay. Lateithat morning,lie might be expected to help de-

iiver iotices inihe office or work foi a short time in the library' Adapted

timetables are very useful for students with behavioral difficulties'

What follows next are some typical adaptations and modifications of

curriculum.

Examples of Curriculum Adaptations
and Modifications

Math, Grade5: The focus is on long division. Many of the students are

working on practice questions independently, several-are working on

the sanie qulstions with manipulaiives, one student has an enlarged
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sheet because of her challenge with fine motor skills, and another stu-
dent is working with a teaching assistant on the same questions. These
are all adaptations in materials, presentation, and assistance.

One child is working onamodified curriculum. He is using the same
division sheet, but working on a different learning outcome: to identify
the numbers from 1 to 10. In this case, his taskis to circle the numbers Z
8, and 9 on the long division sheet. Thus, he is using the same materials,
but is working toward a completely different learning outcome.

Math, Grade 2/3 combined: The focus is on measurement. Children are
building with Lego and tangrams according to architectural briefs
which oufline the measurements required. All students are working in
pairs or small groups. These groups have been teacher selected to en-
sure that all children willbe successful. For example, there is a reader in
each group, and in some cases, children who require more support are
paired with students who can explain and assist so everyone can be suc-
cessful. This setup exemplifies adapted assistance.

For two students this task is too easy: the students have already
achieved these learning outcomes. They are invited to participate with
the rest of the class but can opt to meet individual learning outcomes:
one making an individual booklet on problem solving, the other con-
structing architectural designs on the computer. These are examples of
modified programming.

Language Arts, Grade 6, Readers' Workshop: All students are reading books
of their own choosing, responding in writing to their books, and meet-
ing in small groups to share their responses. The learning outcome is to
connect personal experience with text and thereby deepen text under-
standing. Two students are listening to their book on tape and often
draw rather than write their responses. They sometimes summarize
what they have read orally, or are prompted with "What does this re-
mind yor of?" They, too, are included in the small-group discussions.
This is an example oI adapting assistance, materials, and evaluation.

Planning for All Students in the Class

When planning a unit of lessons, the classroom teacher decides on the
appropriate learning outcomes for the class and the ways that the stu-
dents will demonstrate their understanding of these learning outcomes.
The classroom teacher and support teacher then decide which of the
learning outcomes can be met by all of the students, and which students
will be at risk without some adaptations and/or modifications.

With the specific students in mind, the classroom teacher and sup-
port teacher can make adjustments to the learning outcomes (goats/ex-
pectations), the way the students will demonstrate their understanding
(evaluation), or the presentation, materials, assistance, or environment.

The following example ouflines learning outcomes for a Grade 3 class
in Social Studies. It then shows two formats for writing classroom-based
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Individual Education Plans, outlining the adaptations or modifications
for two students.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Grade 3 Social Studies Unit on Mapping. Create and interpret simple maps using cardinal directions, symbols,
and simple keys.

. Identify and describe major landforms and water bodies in B.C. and
Canada.

. Identify and locate B.C. in Canada, North Americ4 the Pacific Region,
and the world.

. Identify and locate the provinces and territories of Canada.

Adaptations for Sam Using a Prograrn Analysis Worksheet

Sam is a very able student orally, both receptively and expressively. She
has no difficulty learning new concepts. She can read few sight words.
She can print her first name and random strings of letters. She enjoys
being in school and works hard.

Although Sam can meet some of the learning outcomes related to
mapping, she needs some adaptations in order to be successful. As
seen on the Program Analysis Worksheet (next page), Sam needs to
have a peer read her the directions. She also needs an enlarged map on
which to print and a reduced number of items to print on her map. In
addition to the adaptations, Sam is working on some individual learn-
ing outcomes during this unit of study. Some of these include printing
her first and last name, reading and recognizing "British Columbia,"
and increasing her reading vocabulary.

The Program Analysis Worksheet is fully explained on page 67.Easy
to use, it serves as an example of a working classroom-based Individual
Education Plan.
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See Appendix 3for a

reproducible.

How to Use a Program Analysis Worksheet

The Program Analysis Worksheet is used to adapt and modify the learn-
ing outcomes for a unit or theme. Typically, it is used for a student who
can meet some of the classroom learning outcomes, but requires adapta-
tions/modifications to be successful on all the learning outcomes.

The following steps provide a structure for using the Program Analy-
sis Worksheet to develop and implement a plan that focuses on includ-
ing the student in the classroom program.

List the class learning outcomes in the left-hand column. Learning
outcomes can be cut and pasted from overviews,IRPs, and curricu-
lum guides. Highlight any learning outcomes that the student can
meet without any adaptations or modifications.

List evaluation methods/culminating activities for class learning out-
comes in the Evaluation column. Highlight any evaluation processes
that are appropriate to the student.

List any individual outcomes for the student in the appropriate col-
umn. These could include outcomes related to the cu..icu[a. area or
those that are more focused on behavioraVsocial needs , e .g.,share
knowledge in oral discussions or increase length of time on task.

Now that you have the classroom and individual outcomes listed,
hang on to the individual outcomes as you develop ways to adapt or
modify the class learning outcomes.

Examine each class learning outcome and ask yourself the following
question: Can the student achieve the learning outcome rtI adapt/
modify the goal, presentation, evaluation, materials, assistance, andf
or environment?

For each learning outcome, write general adaptations or modifica-
tions that may work for the student: for example, reduce the number
of items required, complete every second question, partner with a
readingbuddy, enlarge materials where needed, dictate answers on
a test.

Use these general adaptations/modifications listed as a guide to
adapt specific strategies and activities to support the student's learn-
ing. (These specific adaptations could be noted in the teacher's day
book beside the strategy or activity.)

Determine who will be responsible for the adaptations or modifica-
tions: the classroom teacher, peers, the support teacher, the teaching
assistant, parents, or volunteers.

Complete the Evaluation column as the student meets the learning
outcomes or at the end of the unMheme.

3.

5.

7.

8.

9.
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See Appendix 3 for a

reproducible.

Adaptations for Larsen Using a Program Analysis Worksheet and a
Critical Activities Matrix

Larsen is able to verbalize about ten words. He can recognize the num-
bers 1, 2, and 3. He is working on making appropriate sounds at appro-
priate times, sitting with a partner, and staying with the group for
whole-group activities. A paraprofessional is in the classroom most of
the day to provide assistance.

Larsen cannot meet the class learning outcomes independenfly or
with minor adaptations. Larsen's plan needs to be based on his individ-
ual learning outcomes. Some of the goals that he is trying to meet are
verbalizing a greater number of words, increasinghis use of appropriate
sounds, identifying and matching colors, following simple directions,
recognizing sequences of L, 2,3, 4. All of these individual learning out-
comes can be worked on in Social Studies using classroom-based mate-
rials and resources. Larsen can work in small $oups or with a partner
with the same materials, but with different goals and expectations.

Two formats for Larsen's Individual Education Plan could be useful.
One is the Program Analysis workshee! the other, the Critical Activities
Matrix. This matrix is most useful for students whose learning outcomes
differ significantly from those of their peers. It is fully explained below.

How to Use a Critical Activities Matrix

The Critical Activities Matrix can be used instead of the Program Analy-
sis worksheet. This form allows the teacher to integrate the student's in-
dividual learning outcomes into the classroom structure so that she or
he can see where the child can participate in the daily classroom activi-
tieshoutines. such participation promotes acceptance and inclusion
and encourages all involved not to automatically use parallel programs.

The following steps provide a structure for using the critical Activ-
ities Matrix to develop and implement a plan that focuses on including
the student in the classroom program.

L. List individual student learning outcomes in the left-hand column.
Typically, these outcomes are not subjects, units, or specific themes,
but the goals that the teachers/parents/students haveiet.

2. List daily activities or uniVtheme strategies and activities across the
top of the matrix. You can follow the plan of the day, or group some
subjects together.

3. connect each learning outcome with each activity. Think cre-
atively. Plan with a partner. Askyourselves questions, for example,
"How can a child learn to identify and matchiolors duringmost pe-
riods of the day?" Then begin to brainstorm ideas - iome will
work, others won't. Could the child have color-coded notebooks?
Could he or she hand out papers that are filed in color-coded file
folders? could each period of the day be color coded on the class
agenda? Could rooms in the school be color coded and the child
match attendance sheets to the room color? Could their cubby be
colored? Could you use green and red marks for start and stop in a

I
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variety of situations? The list goes on and on. Using 11" xLT" PaPer
helps to provide more space for writing a variety of ideas.

Adaptations are vitally important if children are to succeed in school
and belong in the regular classroom. Many of the adaptations that we
do for children are simple; others are more complex. Plan to develop
any necessary adaptations with someone else: we have learned that that
will make the job easier and the outcomes more creative. A summary of
ways to make adaptations to improve learning begins on the next page.
You can use these ideas to stimulate thinking and assist you in coming
up with newideas.
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Summary of Ways to Make
Adaptations to Improve Learning

*Adapted from Maple Ridge School District,
British Columbia

These ideas were brainstormed by teachers at a aariety
of workshops.

Adapting Goals/Xxpectations

. Decide upon smaller amounts of work, odd or
even questions.

. Reduce number of concepts to be learned.

. Select concepts that relate to student.

. Simplify/extend the work.
, Emphasize functional tasks.
. Use high interest books.
. Remove time constraints/extend time.
. Read introduction, summary, and main titles

vs. whole text.
. Have alternatives for the way knowledge can

be represented.

Adapting Presentation

Strategies for theWhole Class
. Demonstrate and model (I do it, we do it, you

do it).
. IJse graphic organizers.
. Build criteria with students.
. Be explicit about expectations.
. Give oral instructions from different places in

the classroom.
. lJse rhyme, rhythm, songs, patterning, drama

for presentation.
. Keep in mind length of teacher talk (primary

5-7 minutes; intermediate 7-12 minutes).. Modify pace - speak more slowly or more
quickly.

. Encourage students to make eye contact with
presenter.

. Break information into steps.

. Write down instructions.

. Always put directions in the same place.. Use picfures.

. I-Ise different color chalk/pens.

. LJse overhead.

. tlse multi-sensory examples.

Adapting Presentation - continued

. Give structured overview; sfudents fill in
the blanks while listening.

. LJse two-column notes.

. Involve students in presentation - concept
mapping.

Strategies for Indiaidual Needs
. LIse hand signals/sign language.
. Separate visuaVauditory information.
. Repeat instructions.
. Preteachvocabulary.
. Stand close to student.
. Ask student to repeat the instructions.
. Have peer repeat instructions.
. (Jse concrete materials.
. Videotape for later review.
. Complete first example with student.
. Simplify instructions.
. Provide additional time to preview materi-

als, complete tasks, take tests.
. Tape-record instructions.
. Highlight key points in textbooks - stu-

dent just reads these points.
. If student has visual impairments, use high

contrast materials and determine where
and when they can see best.

Adapting Evaluation

. Self-evaluation.

. Peer evaluation

. KWL - know, want to know,learned. Show knowledge in different ways.. Develop criteria with students.. use different criteria to evaluate.. Keep work samples.

. Portfolio assessment

. Do spot checks.

. Set small goals.

. lJse video.
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Adapting Evaluation - continued

Tests
. tlse a scribe.
. Oral test.
. Have someone read test questions.
. Test on modified objectives (highlight ques-

tions student needs to answer).
. use calculator.
. Draw pictures.
. Take test home.
. No time test
. Open book
. Provide more space to write.
. Delete some of the options.
. Take test in another room.
. Enlarge print.
. Tape test directions/questions.
. Tape-record answers.

Reporting
. Give work habit grade/comment.
. Attach anecdotal comments.
. Use same format for other students.
. Use * to note modification.
. Focus on growth.

Adapting Materials

. Dictate to a scribe.

' Tape-record answers.
. Draw pictures.
. Cut pictures from magazines.
. Dioramas, build a model
. Laptop, computer
. Handheld word processor (like a laptop)
. Handheld translators
. I-Ise overhead transparency sheets, paper

clipped to the textbook pages, so student can
write answers to questions in the book.

. LIse manipulatives.

. IJse calculator - talking tn>e, larger size.

. LJse colored pens to record thinking at differ-
ent times.

Adapted Deaices
. Scissors - have many types available
. Chalkholders
. Pencil grippers
. Highlighters

Adapting Materials - continued

. Bingo markers to indicate choice

. Date stamp, number stamps

. Dycem, Velcro

. Corner pouches to hold pages down

. "No-carbon-required" paper (NCR)

. Number line, alphabet on desk

. Erasable pens

. recipe stand to hold books upright, or single
sheets

. vegetable bins to hold materials at table

Adapting Page Set-up
. Line indicators
. Different types of paper
. Paper with mid lines
. Raised-line paper
. Paper with red and green lines
. Provide more white space to put answers.

' Highlight directions.
. Cover sections of texVsheet.
. Provide greater contrast blue ink is hard to see.
. Extra large print
. Work on bigger paper.
. LJse Post-it notes to create text for picfures in

reading materials.

Adapting Assistance

Support Teacher
. Consultation
' Supports teacher to teach every child well
' Work primarily in classroom with teacher
. Problem-solves with teacher

Peer Assistant
. As model
. As helper
' As organization assistant

' As questions answerer
. As reader
. As scribe
. As peer futor

Peer Assistant (Student with Challenges)
. Helps younger student in reading, math, or

general assistant. Look at studen/s strengths.
. Helps in school office,library, cares for plants,

score keeper, hands outbooks, sharpens
pencils
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Adapting Assistance - continued

Teacher Assistants (Paraprofessionals)
. Assigned to school, to classroom, works with

whole class
. Facilitates ownership by classroom teacher

and follows teacher direction

Consultants[tinerant Teachers
. Work in classroom.
. Model for teacher.
. tlse curriculum as guide.

Community Support
. High school students
. Volunteer grandparents
. Parent volunteers

Communication Tools
. Homework books/student planners
. Back and forth communication books

Adapting Environment

Classroom Enaironment
Position in Room:
. Consider student's senses: vision, hearing,

smell, touch.
. Sit at front or back of room.
. Sit away from noise (lights, street, hall,

computer).
. LJse carreVscreens.
. Sit with back to window.
. Sit by teacher.
. Manage lighting (light on desk, back to

window. . .).

Cooperatioe Grouping
. Seating at desk
. Wheelchair accessible desk. Laptop desk
. Lip on side of desk
. Flip-up-top desk
. Tilt-top desk
. LJse larger table instead of desk.
. Have student stand at desk instead of sitting.. Use light box to work at.. Provide box for feet so they are supported.

Adapting Environme nt - continued

General Organization
. "Lazysltsan" to organize desk. Drawers beside desk
. Soup can for pencils
. Bookends/bookholder to hold books on desk. Tie pencil to desk.
. Attach pencil to student with extension key

rirg.
. Have list of items to complete on desk.. Have timetable on desk, in notebooks

(pictorial or written).
. Have student goal on desk.
. Reduce excess paper and materials on desk.. Color-code class duotangs.
. Have student come in ten minutes early and

go over day plan.
. Use headphones to quiet outbursts.. Sit on mat at circle time.
. Sit on chair at circle time.
. Create legitimate opportunities to move.. Designate places in the classroom for quiet

time, special materials.

D if t'er ent E nts ir onment s. Have sfudent assist in another classroom for
short periods of time, e.g., help teach PE to a
primary class, stack chairs for the Kindergar-
ten classroom, read to a younger buddy, or
do a job in the office or library.
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